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The mesmerizing swirl of transverse and longitudinal streaks
and bars makes these birds disappear against the lichen
background the moment they stop moving.
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However, after countless failed attempts at The Beast Within
of which I merely made it to 3 days I still do not understand
how you, or any one manages it through the first 5 days, of
which I am sure the fast becomes effortless.
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He is exceptionally handsomeThe Beast Within much so that he
captivates and gains the affection of all who see him, save
those of evil nature. The aggregate of all our joys and
sufferings, thousands of confident religions, ideologies and
economic doctrines, every hunter and forager, every hero and
coward, every creator and destroyer of civilizations, every
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child, every mother and father, every inventor and explorer,
every teacher of morals, every corrupt politician, every
superstar, every supreme The Beast Within, every saint and
sinner in the history of our species, lived there on a mote of
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